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Abstract:

I discuss evidence that (i) the acquisition of syntax in the 2nd language shows a “noun
advantage” as in infant L1 acquisition, arguing for a linguistic rather than cognitive basis for the
noun advantage; (ii) morphological deficits in Specific Language Impairment manifest across the
1st and 2nd languages; and (iii) multilingual children spontaneously draw on all their linguistic
resources. The evidence supports and augments a current assumption that both/all lexicons are
semantically activated during lexical selection in bi/multilingual speech production (Costa,
Caramazza, &Sebastián-Gallés, 2000). This model sees lexical items from the “non-intended”
language as “intrusions” in less proficient bi/multilingual speech. However, in the “bilingual joke”
(Amritavalli and Upendran 1993; also in Swann, forthcoming), the intentional use of two or more
languages presents interesting questions about proficient bilinguals’ simultaneous use of two
syntactic and phonological systems as well as lexicons. E.g., for the English – Hindi joke below to
work, the string A keela is dually parsed as a code-mixed English-Hindi string a keela (‘banana’),
and a single Hindi word akeela ‘alone’. Crucially, a isanalysed simultaneously as the English article
and the first syllable of a Hindi noun.
Q:
A:

What did one banana say to another?
A
keela

hũũ

m ̃

A (English, article)
banana (Hindi) am
I
(Hindi)
Literal meaning: I am a banana.
Intended pun: ‘I’m alone.’

